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Pool renovation, mural give RFC a faceli 
By Chris;..Gloff 
Contrib;:ti"[l-g Writer 
After 34 yea~s o{operation, the swimming pool located in GSU's Recreation and 
Fitness Center (RFC) is getting a makeover this spring. 
"Joseph Construction is the general contractor of the pool renovation and had 
originally thought the pool would be open by June 1," said Griffin. "However, there 
were some mechanical issues that held up the renovation process a couple of weeks. 
The pool had a number of plumbing problems and we're taking this opportunity to 
update the filtering system from diatomaceous earth to sand." 
The pool, originally constructed in 1974, is being renovated in an effort to repair 
various plumbing and mechanical issues such as leaking pipes and non-functioning 
pumps. According to the RFC's Gym and Facilities Supervisor Victor Griffin, these 
problems surfaced over the past few years. Griffin added that the staff of the Center 
hopes to open the pool to the general public and GSU's student body by mid to late 
June 2008. 
Griffin added that sand filtering is considered to be a more cost effective method 
of pool filtering. 
Susan Rakstang, GSU's Associate Vice President of Facilities Development and 
Management, said the $1.6 million job, the first major renovation of the pool since it 
was constructed, is 95 percent complete and within budget. 
In addition to the renovation, RFC Gym and Facilities Supervisor Jason Zeleck 
says the Center has been seeking artists to paint a mural on the Plexiglas wall which 
separates the upper seating balcony from the pool area. The RFC announced the 
contest earlier this year, the winner of which would receive a one year membership to 
GSU's fitness center or an equivalent cash prize. 
The winner 's artwork will adorn a canvas of five concurrent Plexiglas® panels, 
each measuring 60 inches by 15 inches. The submission period for artists ended May 
30 and the committee hopes to select a winner by June 13 with the artwork being 
completed by July 4. 
The winner is being selected by the RFC Artwork Committee which consists of 
Griffin, GSU's Assistant Program Director Dean Jennings, Gym & Facilities 
Supervisor Jason Zelek and Acting Executive Director of Student Life Vanessa 
Newby. 
The committee has received submissions from three artists, one of whom is a 
current GSU student. "We've asked that the artist submissions contain beachside 
themes such as swimmers, sandcastles, boaters, and sunbathers," Griffin said. "It is 
our intent to create a tropical atmosphere in the pool area." 
Griffin says the pool area was targeted as an area for the artwork as a complement 
to the RFC's overall improvement plans and an attempt to provide an "aesthetically 
appealing environment." 
GSU pool undergoing renovations. Phoenix Photo by John Conrad 
According to Zeleck, the pool receives anywhere from 50 to 130 visits per week 
and said students should keep in mind pool usage costs are included in their tuition. 
"It doesn't cost anything extra to enjoy our facilities," he said. 
Warner Saunders to Receive Honorary GSU Degree 
By Sarah Silhan 
Editor 
Warner Saunders, co-anchor of the 5 p.m., 6 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. newscasts on Chicago's NBC 5 will receive 
the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from 
Governors State University during the Spring 
Commencement Ceremony on June 7. The ceremony 
will take place at 11 a.m. at the Tinley Park Hotel and 
Convention Center in Tinley Park, Ill. 
Saunders says he is grateful for the opportunity to 
earn such an honor. He will also be recognized at a 
dinner in his honor on Friday, June 6, at GSU. 
"I view my honorary degree as a wonderful gift from 
the Chicagoland community and Governors State 
University," he said. "I only hope it will induce others 
to work hard at contributing to the common good." 
Dr. Elaine Maimon, President of the university, says 
the school is honored to present the degree to Saunders. 
"He does more than report the news," Maimon said. 
"He has been a tireless advocate for social justice in the 
Chicagoland region. He is a welcome presence in our 
living rooms on weekday nights." 
Saunders says that Governors State University has 
been on his radar for more than 20 years, and he has 
always embraced the mission of the school. 
"Chicago is growing so rapidly and the need for 
higher education so acute, that I welcomed a university 
on the far Southside that is able to service the 
community of working people who seek to better 
themselves," he said. 
Saunders is a proud member of the Chicago 
Journalism Hall ofFame and the Chicago Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences' Silver Circle. He has 
covered a number of exciting stories in his years as a 
journalist, but his peers say some of his finest work was 
seen in his series of reports in 1990 from South Africa 
on the historic release of Nelson Mandella. The series 
culminated in the compelling documentary titled, 
"South Africa: What Happens to a Dream Deferred?" 
Many of Saunders' stories have focused on the 
betterment of society, which he feels is possible based 
on overcoming a few specific obstacles. 
"I consider sexism, racism, homophobia and ageism 
as the four biggest stumbling blocks to a better society," 
he explained. "I have done my very best to give 
exposure to individuals and organizations which 
struggle against such negative beliefs." 
Saunders is the winner of 19 Emmy Awards for 
news, sports, documentaries, children's programs, 
conversation talk shows and community town meetings, 
and the month of June marks his 40th year in Chicago 
television. 
A native Chicagoan, he holds a bachelors degree 
from Xavier Univers-ity, New Orleans, and a Masters 
from Northeastern Illinois University. He has taught in 
the Chicago Public Schools, as well as at the National 
College of Education, Malcolm X College, Northeastern 
Warner Saunders, recipient of honorary GSU degree. 
Illinois University, and Indiana University's Northwest 
campus, where he was voted Teacher of the Year for 
two consecutive school terms. 
As for his future, Saunders plans to say at NBC "for 
as long as they will have me." After that, he'd like to 
work in the field of diversity training and travel with his 
wife, Sadako, to various world destinations. 
This is Saunders' third honorary degree from an 
institution of higher learning. He received honorary 
doctorates of Humane Letters from Rush University 
Medical School in 2004 and from St. Xavier University 
in 2007. 
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TO WRITE FOR THE STUDENT 
NEWSPAPER OF COURSE! 
If you have an interest in writing, 
journalism, or design, the Phoenix has a 
place for you! 
The Phoenix Student Newspaper is 
looking for student contributors for the fall 
trimester to help in making the Phoenix s 
return a success. 
If you are interested, please contact the 
Phoenix office at 708-534-4517 or 
phoenix@govst.edu. 
-~ - -~------
~~=============== 
Happy Summer to ALL at GSU! 
As I thought about what to write 
for my first editorial as the new 
Editor of the Phoenix, I considered a 
number of options. I thought about a 
summer-specific message, urging 
students, faculty and the GSU 
community to drop the TV remote 
and "go out and play." I thought 
about the current election and the 
Silhan, Phoenix Editor race to the White House. I thought 
(and cringed) about high gas prices, 
the war in the Middle East and the recent earthquake in 
Asia. But I decided against all things political and decided 
it was best to take a more social approach. 
Though I received my B.A. in Journalism from St. 
Ambrose University (Davenport, Iowa) in 2004, I decided 
that after working a nine-to-five job for four years, the 
corporate world simply wasn't for me. I came to GSU in 
the fall of 2007 to pursue my degree in Secondary 
Education/English. I wrote a few articles for the Phoenix 
and when the editor asked me if I'd consider taking on a 
leadership position after he graduated, I responded with an 
excited and resounding "YES!" So here I am, working 
toward my degree and editing the Phoenix. 
My goal is to make our student newspaper a publication 
of which we can all be proud. I encourage all members of 
the GSU community - students, faculty, administration, 
parents, etc. -to submit letters to the editor (to 
Phoenix@govst.edu) or send me a personal email (to 
SarahSilhan@aol.com) to share your thoughts - or simply 
inform me - about what's happening at GSU. With nearly 
GSU will offer a fantastic writing class for teachers this 
summer? What about the tutoring available for second 
through fifth graders through The Literacy Zone? Or the 
decision to change the structure of GSU's College of 
Interdisciplinary Learning? These events affect YOU, 
whether directly or indirectly, and you should know about 
them! 
I encourage anyone interested in writing for the 
Phoenix to contact me. Right now, I believe the paper is 
stuck in a "vicious cycle." Because there currently isn't a 
very large staff, it's difficult to put together a well-written 
and well-designed publication on a regular basis. In 
addition, the student body feels the Phoenix is insubstantial 
and therefore has little desire to contribute to it. However, I 
firmly believe it's possible to break this cycle. More 
writers mean more stories. More stories mean stronger 
content. Stronger content leads to an improved publication. 
By this time next year, I hope to see GSU students, faculty 
and staff reading the Phoenix in the hallways, classrooms 
and library, and I hope the paper will spark conversations 
about what's happening on campus and in the community. 
--------------------1 6,000 students on campus, there are at least 6,000 ideas, 
William Bernbach, ofDDM Needham Worldwide 
Communications, a global advertising agency may have 
said it best: "All of us who use the mass media are the 
shapers of society. We can vulgarize that society. We can 
brutalize it. Or we can help lift it to a higher level." I hope 
to bring the Phoenix to that higher level. The waters may 
not always be calm, but I am genuinely excited and 
honored to be at the helm of the ship. I look forward to 
hearing from you and sharing accurate news, entertaining 
stories and interesting opinion pieces which help to shape 
our community today and every day. 
The Phoenix is Governors State 
University's student newspaper. It is 
published twice monthly during the fall and 
winter, and monthly during the 
spring/summer. 
We welcome articles, suggestions, 
photos, commentary, cartoons, and letters 
to the editor on issues that concern you or 
the greater GSU population. 
We reserve the right to edit submissions 
for clarity, legality, and interest to our GSU 
readership. 
All submissions should be signed, and 
include the student, faculty, or staff 
member's ID number, department, and 
phone number. 
Phoenix Student Newspaper 
Governors State University 
1 University Parkway, Rm. E1500 
University Park, IL 60466 
Editorial: 
708-534-451 7 
-or-
phoenix@govst.edu 
Advertising: 
708-534-3068 
-or-
phoenixad@govst.edu 
Editor: 
Sarah Silhan 
Associate Editor: 
John Conrad 
Business Manager: 
Sylvia Mcghee 
Faculty Advisor: 
Victoria Pierce 
Contributors: 
Chris Gloff Dan Nearing 
Julie Widinski Patricia Thompson 
opinions, achievements and suggestions, each worth 
listening to. 
There are five colleges within the university, and there 
are events and exciting things happening in each one of 
them EVERY day! For example, did you know that NBC-5 
news anchor Warner Saunders will be receiving an 
honorary degree at our June 7 commencement? Or that 
Happy Reading! 
Sarah Silhan 
Editor, GSU Phoenix 
PS - The misplaced preposition in the third paragraph was 
misplaced on purpose. I'm hoping it sparks a letter to the 
editor. 
Communing at GSU 
It is written: we are all members of one body, parts of a 
whole. Occasionally one of the parts will distinguish 
itself so that the whole will give appreciated recognition. 
Other times, one member within a part will stand-out and 
we give our applause. After all we are a civilized society. 
We know it is correct and even encouraging to say 
thank you in response to a considerate act. We maintain 
our cordiality with eye contact, a smile; sometimes a nod, 
more often a verbal greeting. These small things are us 
communicating, connecting and weaving a relationship as 
naturally as breathing. 
This weaving becomes a network that addresses a 
myriad of needs and wants relative to our work and play. 
This network will hold measurements for personal 
achievements, the history of the group's evolvement, and 
echoes of society's transitioning mission. 
The layers of our society, community, and organizations 
are generated by our participation in the network. 
Technology is one of those tools we 
use to intensify our place and relevancy 
in the network of our organizations. 0 
But this sophisticated communication @. 
thread is not singular for we are still 
quite reliant upon the messenger and the 
hard- copy/ware they bring to confirm 
our contacts. 
We still trust this basic form of 
exchange to support the technology and 
the connections in our society. No 
matter how big or fast cyberspace 
becomes we will still need the 'things' 
to build the machines, the ' things ' that 
will repair, enhance, sit-on, hold-up, 
store and back-up the cyberspace 
experience. We still need the 
messenger to bring us the things we like 
and need to touch, taste, smell, look at and listen to. 
We are comforted by the sight of our messenger 
bringing us our 'things'. Their schedule for delivery and 
their character punctuates the day. We are engaged with 
time as a human commodity. We count on that connection. 
We count on our mail messengers. Their humanness is not 
optional. 
Still the messenger is one of the parts of the whole we 
seldom applaud because they do what they are supposed to 
do continuously. They are one of the parts we take for 
granted even though the practice of using the 'messenger' 
protects our humanity and keeps our physicality relevant to 
the network. This alone deserves a Hoorah! 
Thank you specifically to the distribution crew of GSU. 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Thompson 
College of Business & Public Administration 
Who's Who at GSU? 
Dr. Martin, Dean of CAS at GSU. 
By Julie Widinski 
Contributing Writer 
Phoenix Photo by John Conrad 
Dr. Eric Martin, Dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, began his career at GSU in 1999 as a 
professor of English and director of Writing Across 
the Curriculum, an initiative to incorporate writing 
into all courses. Reflecting on his early years at GSU, 
Dr. Martin stated, "You don't just take an English 
course and become a master writer, it is a skill that 
needs constant practice." 
In 200 I he was asked to oversee the accreditation 
process and work with the Illinois Board of 
Education's program review committee. Eventually, 
this lead to his current role as acting Dean where his 
major duties include advocating for faculty, staff, and 
students, getting them the resources they need to be 
successful, and minimizing the bureaucracy they need 
to endure. He tries to always keep the GSU mission in 
mind, and consistently works to keep the College of 
Arts and Sciences contributing to that 
mission - while always putting the students first. 
For anyone interested in pursuing a career in 
college or business administration, Dr. Martin 
recommends obtaining a degree in prelaw or taking 
classes which will improve communication and 
writing skills. 
"It is true for all leadership careers that one must 
hear what others are trying to say, listen, and 
communicate effectively with them," he said. He also 
recommends teaching before going directly into an 
administration role. The advantage, according to Dr. 
Martin, is that it "enables you to know students better 
and understand the multiple directions that students 
are pulled while trying to balance family, a job, and 
school." 
Though Dr. Martin hopes to return to teaching 
soon, he will be busy over the next six months 
preparing for a visit by the Higher Learning 
Commission (HLC) in Fall2009. The HLC is a fed-
eral organization that accredits universities every ten 
years. They take on a consultant-evaluator role 
analyzing GSU's quality of education, fiscal 
management, campus facilities, and that we are 
meeting the overall federal requirements. 
Dr. Martin's advice to all those attending GSU is 
"Don't suffer in silence." If you encounter setbacks or 
obstacles in your college career, talk to a counselor, 
professor, or administrator and they will help you find 
the support you need to be successful. 
"Seeing this group [of students] succeed is so 
rewarding," he says. "There are a lot of places to 
work, but this is why I chose to work at Governors 
State." 
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What's in a name? 
Governors State University is a strong institutional 
name, but it is unfortunately lacking in specificity. Who 
are the Governors? Which State are we talking about? 
Even state signs leading off area highways have put 
misplaced apostrophes on the name of our university. 
Mel Muchnik clarified some history for us: "To 
refresh, since I was here at the outset of GSU, the idea in 
naming GSU as 'Governors State University' was to 
honor ALL governors of Illinois. That's why there is a 
Hall of Governors with the busts of all the Governors 
(probably an identical hall exists in the prison system!). 
The first President ofGSU, Bill Engbretson, thought of it 
in part politically, thinking Governors of Illinois would 
never maltreat, budgetarily impair, or close a 
university names in their honor." 
When we hear the name of any given institution, in 
may cases we make an immediate geographical 
attachment. Southern Illinois University tells us its 
location, as does NIU, Northwestern, Chicago State, etc. 
We feel like we know them whether we do or not. I 
sometimes also wonder if GSU took its name, in part, as 
a result of the absence of any logical remaining Illinois 
moniker. 
The 200th anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's birth is 
Feb. 12, 2009. Our institution has been talking about 
ways to celebrate the event. Illinois is known around the 
world as the Land of Lincoln. Lincoln Highway runs just 
above us. 
Most importantly, our university embraces and 
upholds the most noble values held by the individual 
who may have been the greatest president in the 
country's history. 
We are embarking on a mission to revisit where our 
university stands, to talk about new models, new 
approaches. We're asking "why not?" in a myriad of 
ways. Our President is taking us on a new adventure. 
What better way to tell our region - to tell the 
country - that our university is reinventing itself? 
I can't imagine any insurmountable legal 
entanglements with respect to the name, and certainly no 
estate negotiations. There would be all kinds of details to 
be handled in terms of the relationship with the state and 
the way the institution is named in documents and in 
contracts, but the significance of the 200th anniversary 
would provide the legislative impetus needed to get it 
done. There would be some costs attached, but we might 
certainly contend that the value of the name justifies 
them. 
Institutions known as Lincoln University are already 
happily coexisting in California, Missouri, Pennsylvania 
and for good measure, in the UK and New Zealand. We 
would be, however, the one and only Lincoln State 
University, and www.lincolnstate.edu is an unassigned 
domain name. 
Great care would need to be taken to show full and 
continuing respect both for the GSU name and for all 
who have given so much to the institution over the years. 
We might invite everyone back for a renaming ceremony 
on Feb. 12, 2009, and perhaps invite alumni to receive 
diplomas from Lincoln State. Our recent experience with 
President Maimon's Installation would serve us well next 
year. The Governor, the HLC, IBHE and representatives 
of our sister institutions, among others, would be invited 
parties. Lastly, we would certainly invite the President of 
the United States, or at least seek the President's written 
or videotaped salutations. Our President next February 
may well be another fellow of lady from Illinois with a 
good reason to be in the state. 
We could make quite a splash in the regional and 
national press next February and, even better, find 
ourselves with a name for the ages. 
Dan Nearing 
Associate Professor 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Milhous to Speak at 08 Commencement 
By Sarah Silhan 
Editor 
As the class of 2008 gathers for one last time at the 
2008 commencement ceremony, they will be treated to 
words of encouragement, congratulations and 
accomplishment from a number of people. Representing 
the student body will be Carol Milhous of Chicago 
Heights. Milhous will not only earn her Master of Arts in 
Communication Studies, but she will also earn the 
satisfaction and joy of completing what seemed 
impossible at one point in her life. 
After being downsized three different times and 
losing her job each time, Milhous decided it was time for 
a change. She returned to GSU to complete her 
bachelor's degree from GSU's School of 
Interdisciplinary Learning in 2006, and once she 
finished, she immediately started her master's program. 
"I would see the sign on the highway that said 'Come 
to GSU to finish what you started,"' she explains. "I 
decided that's what I needed to do." 
As the student commencement speaker, Milhous will 
have an opportunity to share her words of wisdom with 
her fellow graduates. The accomplishment has a special 
place in her heart, as she once believed the cards were 
stacked against her, and there were challenges along the 
way. 
Milhous is a single mother of four children - her 
own daughter (whom Milhous guided through college 
and graduate school), as well as two nieces and a nephew 
of whom she became the legal guardian in 2000. Aside 
from doing her own coursework, she was also busy 
planning and preparing meals, lending emotional 
support, and checking homework for the children in 
sixth, eighth and tenth grades. 
"It was hard to juggle my family responsibilities, go 
to school and work part time, but I knew that this is 
where I was supposed to be and this is what I was 
supposed to do," she says. Milhous says GSU helped her 
balance those responsibilities and ultimately meet her 
goals - complete with a 4.0 GPA. 
"My passion for serving others keeps me coming 
back to GSU time and time again," she explains. This is 
certainly the case as Milhous has now received both her 
Milhous, 2008 GSU Commencement Speaker. 
bachelor 's and master's degrees, and is also a current 
employee of the w1iversity in the Office of Financial Aid. 
"I finally found the one thing that I would actually do 
for free," she says. "Helping students obtain financial 
resources necessary to cover education expenses is very 
rewarding. In the financial aid office, we say our motto is 
'Making it Happen.' That's what we really are all about." 
When Milhous addresses the class of 2008, she will 
talk about GSU as a place to "finish what you've 
started." She will also discuss accomplishment, the 
community and what leadership means to her. 
"My hope is that the graduating class of 2008 
remembers that we are part of a diverse, inclusive 
community where everyone has a contribution to make," 
she says. "Because of that, we all have the ability and the 
potential to affect change in today's global world." 
She adds that "higher education is a journey that comes 
with obstacles, dilemmas and crisis at times, but anyone 
can face these challenges, overcome them and 
accomplish their goals." And as Milhous and 600 other 
graduates receive their degrees on June 7, it's obvious 
that her words ring true. 
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Dean's List Winter 2008 
The Phoenix would like to say CONGRATULATIONS to the following students who were 
nam.ed to the Dean'.? List for the Winter 2008 term. These 654 students represent 
approximately the top 0 percent of tl;).e GSU student population. Dean's List achievers 
. a minim 
a 3. 
six cred' and mai 
in order 
Students are listed aptlabetically withl~eir hometowns:· 
Nadia Abusumayah Tinley Park, IL * D'Shonda Adams Sauk Village, IL * Michelle Adams Crete, IL * Sarah Adekola Chicago, IL * Susan 
Ader Chebanse, IL * Dawn Admave Bradley, IL * Dalina Adorno Posen, IL * Hameed Ahsan Oak Forest, IL * James Akintonde 
Lynwood, IL * Melissa Alaniz Orland Hills, IL * Adela Alsabagh Romeoville, IL *Jennifer Amsden Oak Forest, IL * John Anderson 
Homewood, IL * Michelle Anderson Bourbonnais, IL * Christine Andrews Lockport, IL * Stephen Andzuzewski Orland Park, IL * Jennifer 
Anglin Bourbonnais, IL * Megan Angone Park Forest, IL * Kristy Aronowitz Park Forest, IL * Kimberly Astle Kankakee, IL * Samah Azar 
Bridgeview, IL * Janell Bailey Richton Park, IL * David Bambuch Palos Hills, IL * Jonathan Bardahl Homewood, IL * Melodee Barnes Park 
Forest, IL * Andre Barnett Park Forest, IL * Carrie Barrera Joliet, IL * Ross Bartlett Evergreen Park, IL * Elizabeth Barton Homer Glen, IL 
* Jacob Barwegen Clifton, IL * Deborah Bashir Park Forest, IL * Wendy Bassingthwaite Park Forest, IL * Nadine Baxter Park Forest, IL * 
Joshua Becker Mokena, IL * Sara Bednarcik Park Forest, IL * James Benson Countryside, IL * Timothy Benson Momence, IL * Nicole Beres 
Tinley Park, IL * Amber Beukinga New Lenox, IL * Bill Biederman Chicago, IL * Nicole Bigos Tinley Park, IL * Kristin Bilas Evergreen 
Park, IL * Laura Billets Tinley Park, IL * Kenneth Binion Bourbonnais, IL * Colleen Bisch Mokena, IL * Karen Bjorklund New Lenox, 
IL * Janet Blackmon Chicago Heights, IL * Brent Blackshire South Holland, IL * Amy Blanton Tinley Park, IL * Christina Blumthal-Johnson 
Frankfort, IL * Wyconnda Boatman Homewood, IL * Babita Boglin Chicago, IL * Daniel Boland New Lenox, IL * Jessica Bolek 
Bridgeview, IL * Denise Borne Midlothian, IL * Magdalena Borzecka Palos Hills, IL * Sherry Boswell Midlothian, IL * Tracy Box Tinley 
Park, IL * Vemice Braasch Orland Park, IL * James Bragg Bourbonnais, IL * LaShree Branch Hammond, IN * Theresa Brazda Alsip, IL * 
Temika Breckenridge Crete, IL * Ashley Breese Alsip, IL * Melisha Britton Kankakee, IL * Rosemary Brockman Kankakee, IL * Breanne 
Brooks Shorewood, IL * Julanne Brooks Tinley Park, IL * Georgette Brown Chicago, IL * Lydia Brown Chicago, IL * Renee Bruemmer 
Odell, IL * Julie Brulloths Manteno, IL * Michael Brumley Park Forest, IL * Edward Brzezniak Bourbonnais, IL * Sulah Buck Plainfield, IL 
* Kyle Buente Kankakee, IL * Laura Bukachek Countryside, IL * Susan Bunting Monee, IL * Amanda Bums Orland Park, IL * Mary 
Busch Oak Lawn, IL * Christina Cable Frankfort, JL * Jon Cacciatore Evergreen Park, IL * Trevla Cain Chicago Heights, IL * Kelly 
Callaghan Oak Park, IL * Christina Callahan Whitestown, IN * LaTrina Campbell Richton Park, IL * Gina Lisa Caposey New Lenox, IL * 
Michele Carbonero Naperville, IL * Francesca Carlock Plainfield, IL * Christine Carlson Oak Forest, IL * Michael Carpenter Joliet, IL * 
Kristen Carr Frankfort, IL * Michael Carter Park Forest, IL * Benae Cartright Crestwood, IL * Erika Carvajal Blue Island, IL * Edgar Casillas 
Chicago, IL * Anthony Castillo Tinley Park, IL * Adontaus Chalmers Matteson, IL * Angel Chapital Park Forest, IL * Christopher Charpentier 
Chicago Heights, IL * Paul Childers St. Anne, IL * Belinda Childs Matteson, IL * Leah Christakes Madison, AL * Lynn Christian 
Wilmington, IL * Jennifer Christie Thornton, IL * Charles Church Thornton, IL * Christopher Clark Bourbonnais, IL * Samantha Clausen 
Tinley Park, IL * Margaret Clauss Frankfort, IL * Erin Clayton Amboy, IL * Courtney Clennon Chicago, IL * Michael Coash Kankakee, IL 
* Anne Cobb Monee, IL * Ralonda Cohen Chicago Heights, IL * John Colby Chicago, IL * Gwendolyn Cole Orland Park, IL * Tabitha 
Cole Crestwood, IL * Terri Compton Plainfield, IL * Randy Conaster Frankfort, IL * Kayleigh Conrad Orland Park, IL * Patricia Contey 
Mokena, IL * Cecilia Contreras Oak Forest, IL * Kristina Conway Homer Glen, IL * Alton Cook Park Forest, IL * Vernon Cooper 
Midlothian, IL * Robert Costello Chicago, IL * Patricia Cozzi Oak Forest, IL * Courtney Creagh Lombard, IL * Amy Cress Kankakee, IL 
* Maria Crews Beecher, IL * Robert Culbreath Bolingbrook, IL * Robert Cunnings Kankakee, IL * Gina Curtin Worth, IL * Malwina 
Czapiga Oak Forest, IL * Jameel Dabney Hazel Crest, IL * Martha Damian Blue Island, IL * Melissa Dana Frankfort, IL * Kristin Dargert 
Steger, IL * Josefina Davila Park Forest, IL * Brandon Davis Park Forest, IL * Carmen Davis Hazel Crest, IL * Trevaughn Davis-Neal Harvey, 
IL * Deborah DeAcetis Joliet,IL * Katrina Dee Highland, IN * John Defreitas Lockport, IL * Angela Delaney Chicago, IL * Dave 
Delaney Lockport, IL * Lisa Dempsey Lansing, IL * Rolli Denault Herscher, IL * Dannielle Dennison Midlothian, IL * Julie DiCosola 
Orland Park, IL * Lisa DiZanni Mokena, IL * Eric Diehl Steger, IL * Laura Dirschl Chicago Ridge, IL * Alicia Dobbs Calumet City, IL 
* Liliana Dominguez Cicero, IL * Shannon Donegan Manhattan, IL * Sarah Dorrance Homewood, IL * Elizabeth Draper Tinley Park, IL * 
Amy Ebeidalla Homer Glen, IL * Heneen Elayan Oak Forest, IL * Blanca Elvir Kankakee, IL * Craig Emanuel Chicago, IL * Susan 
Engelgau New Lenox, IL * Yesenia Esparza Frankfort, IL * Paul Everett Chicago, IL * Osayuwame Eweka 
Richton Park, IL * Lori Fabek Park Forest, IL * Sheila Fahey-Wallenius Tinley Park, IL * Raelene Faught Monee, IL * 
Nicole Fazio New Lenox, IL * Cindy Ferrin Palos Park, IL * Allyson Fillcicchia Mokena, IL * Donna Finnen Orland Park, IL * 
Cindy Fisher Tinley Park, IL * Michele Fitzgibbons Mokena, IL * Joshua Fleischhauer Tinley Park, IL * Jason Flood Oak Lawn, IL 
* Bonnie Flores Plainfield, IL * Evelyn Flowers Lansing, IL * Sandra Flowers Chicago Heights, IL * Angela Ford Steger, 
IL * Tom Forys Joliet, IL * Elladeen Foster Matteson, IL * Joyce Foy Crest Hill, IL * Angela Frausto Channahon, IL * 
Kelly Freeze Orland Park, IL * Nicole Frey Bourbonnais, IL * Efie Fritz Joliet, IL * Sherri Funk Bourbonnais, IL * 
Samantha Gabrys Mokena, IL * Mathew Gaines Chicago, IL * Mark Gajeton Oak Forest, IL * Charlene Galazin Mokena, IL * Myrna Garcia 
Chicago, IL * Gerri Gatto-Gordon Orland Park, IL * Joseph Gavin Oak Forest, IL * Jennifer Gaynor Oak Lawn, IL * Vaida Gedvilas Orland 
Park, IL * Samantha Gehrig Lockport, IL * Samantha Geijer Minooka, IL * Jennifer Genzler Beecher, IL * Jessica George Monee, IL * 
Kimberly Gerhardt Midlothian, IL * Kelly Ghiotto Manteno, IL * Kimberly Giardini Romeoville, IL * Wilhelmina Gibbs St. Anne, IL * 
Nathena Gilchrist Chicago, IL * Eric Girard Romeoville, IL * Bradley Gish Joliet, IL * Erik Glenna Glenwood, IL * Samuel Gomez, Jr. 
Chicago, IL * Timothy Gonzales Plainfield, IL Florentino Gonzalez Chicago, IL * Catherine Gordon Bourbonnais, IL * Seth Gottlieb 
Homewood, IL * Megan Grady Oak Lawn, IL * Amanda Gramza Orland Park, IL * Carla Granato Tinley Park, IL * Melissa Gray Joliet, IL 
* Edgar Gregory Lockport, IL * Kisha Griggs South Holland, IL * Laura Grossi Chicago Heights, IL * Amy Grzybek Chicago Ridge, IL * 
Colleen Guinane Chicago, IL * Francesca Guntenspergen Markham, IL * Martha Gylleck Ingleside, IL * Amal Halawa Chicago Ridge, IL * 
Christine Hamann Grant Park, IL * Kishauna Hampton Harvey, IL * Thomas Hampton Lansing, IL * Jeffery Hanford Morris, IL * Lisa Hanks 
Bourbonnais, IL * Alysse Hansen Glenwood, IL * Stephani Hardie Kankakee, IL * Nichole Harris Glenwood, IL * Stacey Harris Glenwood, 
IL * Karen Harrison Kankakee, IL * Sarah Harstick Frankfort, IL * Aimee Hartley Plainfield, IL * Abeer Hasan Burbank, IL * Jeannine 
Hasenfang Chicago, IL * Jennifer Hayden Chicago, IL * Valerie Hedrick Calumet City, IL * Scott Heilstedt Frankfort, IL * Melissa Heniff 
Alsip, IL * Hector Hernandez Romeoville, IL * Abeni Hester South Chicago Heights, IL * Jaclyn Hicks Bradley, IL * Erica Hill Robbins, IL 
* Lashawna Hill Richton Park, IL * Linda Hill Chicago Heights, IL * Christine Hinz New Lenox, IL * Elizabeth Hitchcock Glenwood, IL * 
Cheryl Hlavac New Lenox, IL * Melissa Hoffman Orland Park, IL * Carolyn Holcomb Matteson, IL * Tameka Holcomb Monee, IL * Lucille 
Holewinski Palos Park, IL * Frieda Holley Chicago, IL * Cornelius Holloway East Hazel Crest, IL * Karen Holman Flossmoor, IL * 
Colleen Houston Oak Lawn, IL * M'Lissa Howe Sheldon, IL * Amanda Hulet Crestwood, IL * Michelle Hulett Peotone, IL * Lori Hurley 
Flossmoor, IL * Teresa Illum Kankakee, IL * Susan Irvine New Lenox, IL * Naomi Israel Dolton, IL * Grant Jackson Herscher, IL * 
Jeff Jackson Frankfort, IL * Martellas Jackson Tinley Park, IL * Tracy Jackson Evanston, IL * Wayne Jackson Joliet, IL * 
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Kristyn Jaco Chicago Heights, IL * Kelly Jager Orland Park, IL * Marian Jamison County Club Hills, IL * Daniel Janusek Steger, IL * Tracey 
Jarosz Chicago, IL * James Jefchak Orland Park, IL * Jenifer Jenicek Chicago, IL * Juanita Jenkins Harvey, IL * Erica Jepperson Crete, IL 
* Ellen Johnson Mokena, IL * Letice Johnson Lansing, IL * Michelle Johnson Chicago, IL * Prentice Johnson Chicago, IL * Sandra 
Johnston Orland Hills, IL * Betty Jones Kankakee, IL * Jesse Jones Burnham, IL * Kelly Jones Mokena, IL * Valoria Jones Glenwood, IL 
* Danielle Jordan Lansing, IL * Lisa Joubert Kankakee, IL * Megan Joyce Steger, IL * Catherine Jurisic Diamond, IL * Dawn Jurkovich 
Orland Park, IL * Lesa Juzeszyn Clifton, IL * Pamela Kachlik Oak Forest, IL * Timothy Kalas Homewood, IL * Sarah Kardosh Grant Park, IL 
* Naveed Karim Orland Hills, IL * Pamela Karpiel Burbank, IL * Kathleen Keating Tinley Park, IL * Jennifer Kehoe Orland Park, IL * 
JoLynne Keiser Kankakee, IL * Kathryn Kennedy Chicago, IL * Rebecca Kennedy Manhattan, IL * Amy Kennett Kankakee, IL * Carol Khan 
Crete, IL * Soonae Kim Tinley Park, IL * Dominique King Markham, IL * Sharon King Westmont, IL * Wilma King Country Club 
Hills, IL * Keith Kirkpatrick Cary, IL * Troy Knoblauch Momence, IL * Elizabeth Kocka Orland Park, IL * Rebecca Kopera Tinley Park, IL 
* Megan Kosek New Lenox, IL * Jennifer Kozinski Monee, IL * Andrew Krakar Homewood, IL * Denise Kranzar Monee, IL * Gina 
Kraynak Lockport, IL * Jennifer Krerowicz Posen, IL * Cynthia Krull Beecher, IL * Jaclyn Kubilius Oak Forest, IL * Katrina Kurtz 
Homewood, IL * Jessica Kust Midlothian, IL * Kristina LaMorte Orland Park, IL * Toby Ladislas Blue Island, IL * Amy Laipple Steger, IL 
* Jennifer Laipple Steger, IL * Lesley Lake Hazel Crest, IL * Michael Lane Park Forest, IL * Brooke Lang Bourbonnais, IL * Neil Lara 
Orland Park, IL * Aria! Larson Manhattan, IL * Ronald Larson Lansing, IL * Jennifer Lee Park Forest, IL * Shariski Leeson Steger, IL * 
Weronika Leja Bridgeview, IL * Kathleen Leonard Oak Forest, IL * Matthew Letasky Steger, IL * Cheryl Lewis Harvey, IL * Lisa Lezon 
Chicago, IL * Ryan Lichter Evergreen Park, IL * Ron Likovic Joliet, IL * Leona Lindsey Midlothian, IL * Katherine Lively Berwyn, IL * 
Crystal Locke Tinley Park, IL * Jennifer Lopez Harvey, IL * Melita Loya Bridgeview, IL * Michael Lucia Glenwood, IL * Andrew Luecke 
Sheldon, IL * Thomas Luehring Oak Lawn, IL * Megan Lyman Chicago, IL * Jennifer Mackey Tinley Park, IL * Nicholas Maggio 
Chicago Heights, IL * Rachel Magruder Manteno, IL * Megan Mahoney Orland Park, IL * Rebekah Manasco Midlothian, IL * Sandra 
Marcukaitis Peotone, IL * Stephanie Marines Blue Island, IL * Kyle Martin Joliet, IL * Mary Therese Martin Chicago, IL * Rose Martin 
Country Club Hills, IL * Cheryl Martinez Homer Glen, IL * Michael Mason Markham, IL * Michael Matanic Oak Lawn, IL * Mary Matejovsky 
Mokena, IL * Dana Mattocks Momence, IL * Linda Mattox Dolton, IL * Heather Matusiak Coal City, IL * Anabell Max Flossmoor, IL * 
Catherine Mayo Garden Homes, IL * Sarah McCallister Oak Forest, IL * Charlotte McCann Chicago, IL * Margaret McClain Oak Forest, IL * 
Nicolette McClain Manteno, IL * Marlene McClinton Matteson, IL * Joyce McCollum Joliet, IL * Marissa McCormack Chicago, IL * Aubrey 
McCraw Grant Park, IL * Megan McCullough Crete, IL * Michael McDonald Richton Park, IL * Patricia McGoldrick Oak Forest, IL * Mark 
McGowan Hickory Hills, IL * Kimberly McGraw Oak Lawn, IL * Brandy McKenzie Tinley Park, IL * Kelly McLaughlin Oak Lawn, IL 
* Cherise McLaurin Sauk Village, IL * Daniel McMillin Plainfield, IL * Debra McNeil Harvey, IL * Karen McShane Manteno, IL * 
Casie McTaggart Watseka, IL * Lynda Meadows Manhattan, IL * Kathryn Mehl Flossmoor, IL * Christy Meszaros Joliet, IL * Jocelyn 
Meyers Calumet Park, IL * Anthony Michalik Manteno, IL * Melissa Mielnicki Chicago Ridge, IL * Eric Miller Lansing, IL * Jeanna 
Miller Bourbonnais, IL * Kimberly Miller Chicago, IL * Sadonia Milsap Chicago, IL * Alfred Miner Markham, IL * Jennifer Miroballi 
Homer Glen, IL * Melva Mitchell Harvey, IL * Anthony Mixon Matteson, IL * Patricia Moen Midlothian, IL * Diane Moler Park Forest, 
IL * Samantha Moll Oak Lawn, IL * Jesse Montgomery Plainfield, IL * Dymphna Mooney Chicago, IL * Joshua Moore Frankfort, IL * 
Kesha Moore Calumet City, IL * Thomas Moore Homewood, IL * William Moore Calumet City, IL * Laura Morang Oak Lawn, IL * Daniel 
Moreno Calumet City, IL * Mary Morin FPO * Enchelle Morris Chicago, IL * James Mosier Palos Park, IL * Marcia Moulder Glenwood,IL 
* Sunday Mueller Deerfield, IL * Sharon Mulloy Justice, IL * James Mumford Homewood, IL * Matthew Murdock-Barribal Naperville, IL * 
Michael Murphy Oak Lawn, IL * Deborah Murtaugh New Lenox, IL * Keith Myers Grant Park, IL * Darek Naglak Chicago, IL * Cheryl 
Nagle Streator, IL * Adam Nagy Frankfort, IL * Malgorzata Namysl Frankfort, IL * Raed Naser Chicago Ridge, IL * Ruth Nazareth 
Michigan City, IN * William Nepstad Gurnee, IL * Patricia Nevills Kankakee, IL * Nancy Nicholas Crete, IL * April Nickson Chicago, IL 
* Joshua Nissen Frankfort, IL * Anthony Novak Manhattan, IL * Elizabeth Novak Oak Forest, IL * Kimberly O'Brien Mokena, IL * 
Adesuwa Obazee Chicago, IL * Christine Olsen Frankfort, IL * Janet Omitoyin Thornton, IL * Raymond Ondrejka Tinley Park, IL * Colleen 
Ormsby New Lenox, IL * Robyn Orr Donovan, IL * Andrew Ortiz Chicago Heights, IL * Steven Otte Palos Hills, IL * 
Christopher Otten Worth, IL * Katherine Ouwenga Manteno, IL * Laura Owens Frankfort, IL * Sheqeta Owens Matteson, IL * Joseph Paller 
Midlothian, IL * Barbara Papciak Orland Park, IL * Monique Parker-Tarleton Matteson, IL * Soretta Patton Country Club Hills, IL * Jaclyn 
Pavlick Park Forest, IL * Morgan Pavlick Orland Park, IL * Christin Pawchak Shorewood, IL * Nikki Payson Orland Park, IL * Amanda 
Pederson Crete, IL * Vickie Pennington Calumet City, IL * Tina Perez Homewood, IL * Elsa Perez-Ayyash Tinley Park, IL * Eric Perkins 
Matteson, IL * Tynesia Perry Steger, IL * Sarah Pesavento Beecher, IL * Karlie Peters Bourbonnais, IL * Daniel Petersohn Orland Park, IL 
* Julie Petrik Palos Hills, IL * David Petruska O'Fallon, IL * Vanessa Pfiefer Crete, IL * Yvonne Phillips Park Forest, IL * Sarah Pickar 
Alsip, IL * Denise Pienias Manhattan, IL * Christina Popolla Chicago Heights, IL * Sherna Porri Orland Park, IL * Suzette Porter Country 
Club Hills, IL * Danielle Posey Mokena, IL * Christine Postregna Burbank, IL * Robert Potter Lansing, IL * Katie Pratl Chicago Ridge, IL 
* Jaclin Principato Glen Ellyn, IL * James Prisby Orland Park, IL * Brooke Purpura Orland Hills, IL * Kristin Randall Oak Forest, IL * 
Nichole Randles Bradley, IL * Fernando Rayas Cicero, IL * Tammy Raynor Lockport, IL * Bernadette Reed Richton Park, IL * Martha Reid 
Lansing, IL * Kathleen Rei! New Lenox, IL * Colleen Reinheimer Hometown, IL * Angelina Reyes Chicago, IL * Lisa Reza South Chicago 
Heights, IL * Stacy Richard-Turner Dolton, IL * Arnal Richards Hazel Crest, IL * Julie Richardson Hazel Crest, IL * Nancy Ripani Grant 
Park, IL * LaShawna Robinson Matteson, IL * Michelle Robinson South Holland, IL * Elda Rodriguez * Oak Lawn, IL * Gabriela Rojas 
Blue Island, IL * Karen Rosage Pasadena, MD * Ed Allen Roska Tinley Park, IL * Bill Ross Frankfort, IL * Tracey Ross Dolton, IL * 
Mary Rouleau Bourbonnais, IL * Richard Rusakiewicz Peotone, IL * Bridget Ryan Tinley Park, IL * Deirdre Ryan Chicago, IL * Sarah Ryan 
Evergreen Park, IL * Karli Rybarczyk New Lenox, IL * Patti-Ann Rygula New Lenox, IL * Wafa Saleh Oak Lawn, IL * Rhiannon 
Sallas Riverdale, IL * Leslie Sanchez Manhattan, IL * Maria Sandora-Meeder Lockport, IL * Ann Sanello Glenwood, IL * Hector Santiago 
Chicago, IL * Mildred Scharlau Clifton, IL * Kristen Scheveck Orland Park, IL * Jessica Schirmer Manhattan, IL * Janet Schmidt Matteson, 
IL * Deborah Schurman Peotone, IL * Brooke Settle Chicago Heights, IL * Helene Shabazz Park Forest, IL * Amada Shannon Orland Park, 
IL * Ibrahim Sheikh Justice, IL * Leah Shortell Steger, IL * Sarah Silhan Oak Lawn, IL * Matthew Simon Bourbonnais, IL * Raquel 
Sims Chicago, IL * Francis Sinapi Crestwood, IL * Karen Sippel Kankakee, IL * Christina Sivak Wilmington, IL * Marian Slahor 
Westchester, IL * Edward Slak Alsip, IL * Debra Slick Joliet, IL * Dennis Small Park Forest, IL * Roslyn Smiley Plainfield, IL * Sara 
Smit South Holland, IL * Karole Smith Calumet City, IL * Latoya Smith Chicago, IL * Suzanne Smith Tinley Park, IL * Torkwase Smith 
Park Forest, IL * Brandice Smits South Holland, IL * Benjamin Smogolski Chicago Heights, IL * Sarah Sours Oak Forest, IL * Priscilla 
Southern Chicago, IL * Eric Spangler Naperville, IL * Bridgette Spann Chicago, IL * Patricia Spellman-McEntee Lockport, IL * DeShola 
Spencer Dolton, IL * Matthew Spreadbury Oak Forest, IL * Michelle Stack Tinley Park, IL * Traci Stark Chicago Ridge, IL * 
Phyllis Starks Blue Island, IL * James Stathis Chicago, IL * Darlene Steffy Matteson, IL * Marina Stevens Fox Lake, IL * Marcia Stewart 
Steger, IL * Steven Stiers Worth, IL * Barbara Stoginski Steger, IL * Dianne Street Chicago Heights, IL * Judith Sutter Wilmington, IL * 
Toni Sutton Beecher, IL * Mary Svoboda Jacksonville, FL * Jennifer Swank Monee, IL * Kristen Swasas Frankfort, IL * Kathryn Sweeney 
Mokena, IL * Tayshia Sweeten Country Club Hills, IL * Brenda Sykes Des Plaines, IL * Anthony Taylor Glenwood, IL * Brenna Taylor 
Homewood, IL * Durrell Taylor Harvey, IL * Michelle Teare Frankfort, IL * Monica Teixeira Bradley, IL * Kristina Terrel Coal City, IL 
* Amanda Teske Grant Park, IL * Adrien Teverbaugh Chicago, IL * Burma Thomas Country Club Hills, IL * Charlotte Thomas Chicago, IL * 
Irene Thomas Harvey, IL * Larry Thomas Glenwood, IL * Tara Thomas Joliet, IL * Deanna Thompson Braidwood, IL * Tanisha Timmons 
Matteson, IL * Cynthia Torres Chicago, IL * John Tucker Joliet, IL * Paul Tuffs Mokena, IL * Tammy Tunac Plainfield, IL * Nancy 
Turville Romeoville, IL * Lakshmi Tyagi Homewood, IL * Nishar Vahora Harvey, IL * Lyndi VanderMeyden Lansing, IL * Daniel Vanoskey 
Tinley Park, IL * Carrie Vasil Braidwood, IL * Maribel Velasquez Cicero, IL * Jill Velez Crete, IL * Gina Vicini Chicago, IL * Jameson 
Vie Joliet, IL * Jonathan Visona Palos Heights, IL * Christina Voutiritsas Palos Hills, IL * Aisha Wade Lynwood, IL * Amanda Wade 
Kankakee, IL * Karen Wagner Onarga, IL * Camaro Walker Chicago, IL * Charli Walker Calumet City, IL * Michelle Walker South 
Chicago Heights, IL * Brenda Wallace Richton Park, IL * Lauren Walsh Oak Forest, IL * Catherine Warner Homewood, IL * Renne Watkins 
Minooka, IL * Amy Watters Hickory Hills, IL * Rebecca Webb Chicago Heights, IL * Erin Weiss Joliet, IL * Derrick Wells Hazel Crest, IL 
* George West Bourbonnais, IL * Latonya West Sauk Village, IL * Kelly Whalen Oak Lawn, IL * Andrew Wheeler Kankakee, IL * Tina 
Wheeler Oak Forest, IL * Chavahn Williams Richton Park, IL * Jaida Williams Chicago, IL * Ryan Williamson Herscher, IL * Jennifer Willie 
Frankfort, IL * Candice Willingham Orland Hills, IL * Elana Willis Flossmoor, IL * Thomas Wilson Monee, IL * Shenita Winston Country 
Club Hills, IL * Brandy Witherspoon Burbank, IL * Ronald Wojcik Frankfort, IL * Renee Wood Chicago Ridge, IL * James Woods 
Kankakee, IL * Jennifer Wynn Morris, IL * Shifang Xu Frankfort, IL * Christina Yan Orland Park, IL * Sheryl Yarbough Chicago Heights, IL 
* Sheila Yarbrough Homewood, IL * Amy Young Kankakee, IL * Ervin Zakrzewski Dyer, IN * Ricardo Zarate Kankakee, IL * Gadah 
Zayed Orland Park, IL * John Zec Chicago, IL * Daniel Zelehovitis Joliet, IL * Emily Zirkle Bourbonnais, IL * Amanda Zornow Beecher, IL 
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Click It or Ticket Stops GSU Cars 
By Chris Gloff 
Contributing Writer 
The death of an off-duty GSU police officer 
last December reinforced the importance of wearing a 
seatbelt for current GSU police officer Maurice Hill. 
Because of the accident, he organized GSU's recent 
Click it or Ticket Campaign. 
GSU Officer Darrell Hill (no relation) was killed in 
a rollover accident while driving over a patch of black 
ice. Investigators found the off-duty officer had not 
been wearing his seatbelt. 
"On the exact day of Officer Hill's accident, a 
current GSU student was in an accident, wearing a 
seatbelt, and was unharmed," Hill said. "I wanted to get 
the message out and decided to run a GSU Click It or 
Ticket campaign in conjunction with thousands of state 
and local law enforcement agencies and highway safety 
officials across the nation during the national Click It or 
Ticket campaign." 
The campaign ran from May 19 to June 1 and was 
intended to increase seat belt use and reduce highway 
fatalities and injuries. Campus police set up roadblocks, 
randomly stopped cars and checked motorists for 
seatbelt law compliance. 
"Students received warnings for first time violations, 
however, a seatbelt violation would normally result in a 
$55 fine," continued Hill. "In addition to seatbelt 
checks we asked drivers for their driver's license and 
insurance card. A driver found without a driver's 
license was issued a citation and a $100 fine while 
drivers caught without insurance were issued a citation 
and a fine between $300 and $500." 
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) 42,642 people died 
nationwide in motor vehicle crashes in 2006 and one in 
five Americans still fail to buckle up regularly. 
"As adults we have got to make a conscious decision 
to wear seatbelts every time we get into a car," Hill said. 
"Day or night. Driver or passenger. I often think about 
Officer Darrell Hill and how his life may have been 
saved had he been wearing a seatbelt." 
The GSU police department, in conjunction with the 
university, is dedicated to the safety of motorists and 
passengers according to a GSU police department press 
release. 
Hill says the importance of seatbelts must never be 
forgotten. "We've heard it a million times but it's true: 
Seatbelts save lives," he said. 
Illinois Writing Project & GSU Offer Writing Methods Class 
By Sarah Silhan 
Editor 
Teachers of all grade levels and any subjects are 
invited to take part in an educational four-day Writing 
Methods class this summer at GSU. The course, a joint 
effort by Governors State University and the Illinois 
Writing Project, will emphasize the writing process and 
how to teach it, use it and assess the finished product. 
The course will be taught by Judy Johnstone, who 
earned her master's degree from GSU, taught English at 
Carl Sandburg High School (Orland Park, Ill.) for 34 
years and has been working with the Illinois Writing 
Project for 25 years. 
"This workshop focuses on the teaching of writing, 
so it promotes the generic skills that are useful no 
matter what the writing task," Johnstone explained. 
"Consequently, the workshop is useful for any teacher 
who assigns writing to students. However, we'll spend 
some time specifically addressing narrative, expository 
and persuasive writing." 
Johnstone says it's her own experience which provided 
the motivation to teach a writing course to teachers. 
"When I attended college, I took writing courses to 
improve my own writing, but none were offered to 
show teachers how to TEACH writing," she explained. 
"As a beginning teacher, I realized how difficult it was 
to help develop young writers, so when my district 
offered to pay me to attend a three-week seminar with 
the Illinois Writing Project, I was excited. The District 
then asked me to lead similar workshops for other 
teachers in our schools." 
Since retiring from teaching at Sandburg, Johnstone 
has continued to work with the Illinois Writing Project 
(IWP) as a co-director and consultant. The IWP is 
affiliated with the National Writing Project, an 
organization headquartered in California with other 
affiliates nationwide; there are five in Illinois. 
According to Johnstone, the organization trains 
classroom teachers to assume leadership roles in their 
schools for the purpose of assisting other teachers to 
become more skilled in teaching writing to students. 
Congress provides the effort with a grant annually 
which funds three-week summer leadership seminars 
such as the one at GSU. 
She says that she is eager to teach this class at GSU and 
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hopes the participants will gain the confidence needed 
to coach their students to become better writers. 
"The confidence comes from feeling better about 
your own writing and understanding specific strategies 
for helping students," Johnstone said. "I prefer to think 
of this event as a workshop rather than a class. 
Participants are actively engaged during the time we are 
together." 
Johnstone adds that "as teachers learn how to help 
their students to write better, they also gain confidence 
in their own writing," a skill which is beneficial to 
teachers of all grade levels and subjects. 
The class will take place Monday, June 16 through 
Thursday, June 19, from 8 a.m. to 3:30p.m. daily. 
Participants may register for EDUC 650W Topics in 
Professional Development and earn two graduate credit 
hours. Fees are dependent upon whether or not 
participants take the class for credit. For more 
information, call (708) 534-4536. 
For more information about the Illinois Writing 
Project, visit www.illinoiswritingproject.com. 
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GSU Happenings 'Strangers,' Scares With Suspense 
Here's what's happening at GSU! Take advantage of all YOUR 
campus has to offer! To submit an event or "happening" for 
publication, please send an email to Phoenix@govst.edu and put 
"Happenings" in the subject line. Submissions are printed on a 
first-come, first-serve basis and when space allows. 
June 
A series of Library Workshops will begin this week! The first in the 
series, "Formatting an APA Style Paper" will take place Tuesday, June 10 
from 3-4 p.m. in room D2401B of the GSU library. The same workshop will 
be offered again on Wednesday, June 25 from 3-4 p.m. in the same location. 
Register for these and all subsequent workshops at the Reference Desk. For 
more information, contact Helen Benos, Workshop Coordinator, 
at (708) 235-7514. 
June 13 Board of Trustees Meeting - all are welcome to attend; Hall of 
Honors, 10:30 a.m. An agenda will be available prior to meeting. Look for 
one in the display case outside the Hall of Honors. 
Summer Camp for Kids at GSU Sculpture Park, June 16-20, from 8:30-
4:30 p.m. For more information, call (708) 534-4486 or 
email sculpture@govst.edu. 
Reading tutoring will be available beginning in July through The 
Literacy Zone. For more information, call (708) 534-4129 or 
email m-hession@govst.edu. 
A Monthly Movie Reviewers Roundtable will be held Thursday, June 5 
at 12 p.m. in the library balcony. The discussion will be focused on the 
movie "United 93." 
Commencement Ceremony June 7 at 11 a.m. at the Tinley Park 
Convention Center. Congratulations to the class of 2008! 
Block 3 Classes begin June 25! 
July 
The Library Workshop series continues with "Formatting an APA Style 
Paper" on Tuesday, July 8 from 3-4 p.m. in Room D2401B of the GSU 
library. 
Disney's "Aladdin" will be performed at GSU's Center for Performing 
Arts on July 17 at 11 a.m. Call (708) 235-2222 for tickets or more 
information. Ticket price is $9; $7 each for groups of 20 or more. 
A "Basic Powerpoint" workshop will be held in Room 240 lB of the 
GSU library from 3-4 p.m. on Thursday, July 17. The workshop will be 
repeated Tuesday, July 29 from 3-4 p.m. in the same location. 
A "Genealogy: Starting Your Family Tree" workshop will be held in 
Room 2401B of the GSU library from 1-3 p.m. on Thursday, July 24. 
By John Conrad 
Associate Editor 
Recently Hollywood's production of horror 
films has been less than mediocre. The trend 
seems to have split off in three directions as 
Hollywood has: A) remade old horror movies 
that weren't even that good to begin with 
(Prom Night and The Hitcher); B) remade 
R-rated Asian horror films into toned-down 
PG-13 movies that the studios hope will 
appeal to teenage audiences (The Eye and 
Pulse); C) gone for shock value in blood and 
gore streaked romps that could accurately be 
described as torture porn (Hostel and Saw). 
With this in mind, the recently released 
The Strangers (R) is a step in the right 
direction. Although this is not a perfect 
horror film, it is not a bad one either. This 
film is able to excel above the afore 
mentioned films through its ability to be 
subtle at the right moments. 
The Strangers does not try to shock the 
audience with buckets of blood or intense 
chase sequences where the protagonist 
repeatedly trips and falls. Instead, the film 
allows the audiences to do the heavy lifting on 
their own. 
Alfred Hitchcock once said that, "There is 
no terror in the bang, only in the anticipation 
of it." Modem filmmakers seem to have 
forgotten this philosophy in recent years. 
By giving mere glimpses of something in 
the shadows or a noise in the dark, the film 
allows audiences to use their imaginations as 
tensions mount and enables them to aid the 
scaring of themselves. 
The film begins as a troubled couple (Scott 
Speedman and Liv Tyler) travel to a cabin in 
the woods following a wedding reception. As 
the pair tries to work out their problems there 
is an ominous knock on the cabin door and 
the real trouble begins. 
The couple soon finds themselves being 
terrorized by a trio of masked figures . As the 
Solutions for Crossword & Sodoku found on page 8. 
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usual horror movie conventions occur (the 
power and telephones go out, the car is 
disabled, etc.), the couple does something 
unusual. They act intelligently. 
They do not split up, or run off screaming 
and stumbling through the woods. Rather 
they band together and try to find a way 
through the home invasion nightmare they 
have unwillingly become a part of. 
I don't want to give away any more of the 
plot, because truly the less you know the 
better. If you are looking for a suspense filled 
ride through a terrifying event that could 
occur in real life, The Strangers is right up 
your alley. 
I give this film 2 Y2 stars out of 4. I 
shaved some points off because the film does 
have some problems. Mainly the film 
weakened itself by looking for shock value 
when it was not necessary, especially at the 
end. And although it was a good movie, the 
story was not the most original. 
There was an Austrian movie called Ils 
(Them in English) that was released in 
America last year with an extremely similar 
plot. This would have been fine, but Ils was a 
much better and much scarier film. 
But if you're looking for a better than 
average thriller that shucks some of 
Hollywood's 
recent 
conventions 
The Strangers is 
right up your 
alley. 
If you're 
looking for 
something a 
little nearer to 
perfection, you 
might want to 
check out its 
Austrian cousin 
(now available 
on DVD). 
================~NOC================ 
HAT'S UP 
Crossword & Sudoku: solutions on page 7 Campus Quips 
Across 
1. Betting ratio 
5. Craze 
8. Musical notation 
12. Monetary aid 
14. Lyric poem 
15. Creep 
16. Shaving tool 
17. Steal 
18. Dam 
19. Gemstone 
21. Incognizant 
23 . Female sheep 
24. Celestial body 
25 . Alcoholic beverage 
28. Endure 
30. Be cautious about 
35. Droop 
3 7. Counterfoil 
39. Claw 
40. Affirm 
41. Type of duck 
43. Short letter 
44. Happen again 
46. Annoy 
4 7. Disastrous destiny 
48. Respect 
50. Aquatint 
52. Cook on a hot surface 
53. Domain 
72. Hinge joint 
73. Mesh 
74. Metallic element 
Down 
1. Fiend 
2. Unit of apothecary 
weight 
3. Stupor 
55. Unit of weight 
57. Treachery 
61. Supervisor 4. Breathe noisily while 
65. Assumed name alseep 
66. Prevarication 5. Cross a shallow river 
6. Fuss 68. Promised solemnly 
69. Hidden drawback 7. First appearance 
70. Metal-bearing mineral 
71. Spooky 
2 9 
9 6 
7 6 
8 
4 
2 
2 
8. Work party 
9. Molten rock 
10. Pitcher 
4 
3 
5 
9 
9 
6 
2 
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1 
11. Take flight 
13. Dragnet 
15. Red wine 
20. Let for money 
22. Apprehend 
24. Considered in detail 
25. Mindful 
26. Exists 
27. Choose by a vote 
29. To begin moving 
31. Baton 
32. Remote in manner 
33. Revolving mechanism 
34.Foe 
36. Genuine 
38. Band with buckle 
42. Right-hand page 
8 
2 
Go 
Recyde (ideas) 
This Paper made 
from 30% post· 
published material 
Address: 
Art of Grading 
Here is a list of the ways professors grade 
their final exams: 
DEPT OF STATISTICS: 
All grades are plotted along the normal bell 
curve. 
DEPT OF PSYCHOLOGY: 
Students are asked to blot ink in their exam 
---f---1 books, close them and tum them in. The 
- -4- -1 professor opens the books and assigns the 
first grade that comes to mind. 
DEPT OF HISTORY: 
45. Gusto 
49. Insane 
51. Herbivorous 
quadruped 
54. Synthetic material 
56. Stair post 
57. Group of hunting 
animals 
58. Panache 
59. Customary practice 
60. Vertical surface of a 
cliff 
61. Pedal extremities 
62. Additional 
63. Song for solo voice 
64. Requirement 
67. Anger 
All students get the same grade they got 
last year. 
DEPT OF PHILOSOPHY: 
What is a grade? 
LAW SCHOOL: 
Students are asked to defend their position 
of why they should receive an A. 
DEPT OF MATHEMATICS: 
Grades are variable. 
DEPT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE: 
Random number generator determines 
grade. 
Wealth, Wisdom or Beauty 
A genie appears at a faculty meeting and 
tells the dean that in return for his unselfish 
and exemplary behavior, he will reward 
him with his choice of infinite wealth, 
wisdom, or beauty. 
Without hesitating, the dean selects 
infinite wisdom. 
"Done!" says the genie, and disappears 
in a cloud of smoke and a bolt of lightning. 
Now, all heads tum toward the dean, 
who sits surrounded by a faint halo of light. 
At length, one of his colleagues 
whispers, "Say something." 
The dean sighs and says, "I should have 
taken the money." 
n Renewabte strategies for a sustainable academic career 
Reduce your 
On-lab Footprint 
,. 
tl 
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f /::: 
Switch to 
Alternative 
Fuel Sources. 
Eat local. 
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